Model: **CBD15A**  
**CBD20A**

**Advantages:**
- Permanent magnet brushless motor with high electric efficiency, maintenance free.
- Good gradient performance.
- With smallest turning radius.
- Full-sealed GEL battery free to maintain, with different capacity for different option purposes.
- Constant traction speed for laden or unladed, improves productive efficiency.
- Horizontal drive wheel provides convenient replacement.
- Stepped speed control.
- Floating balance wheel supports automatic height-adjusting.
- Built-in charger.

---

Model: **CBD10A-II**

**Advantages:**
- Two-speed driving system.
- Emergency brake switch.
- Manual lifting and motor driving.
- Brushless DC motor, with maintenance free, low noise.
- Sealed batteries free of maintenance, safe operation and environmental.
- Built-in charger.